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We are very excited to have Smith and Tracey architects 

appointed to design and supervise the construction of our new 

permanent school buildings. They will be using the next few 

months to consult with the school community to gather 

information that will influence the building design. We look 

forward to working with them over the next couple of years. 

Last week senior students travelled down to Newborough to 

participate in an interschool netball competition. This was the 

first interschool competition we have participated in for some 

time and students were feeling a mixture of excitement and 

nerves. The day turned out to be a wonderful experience with 

students playing against other special school teams. Many of 

the students and staff returned telling us what a great day it 

was. Weather permitting, tomorrow there will be a student/staff 

netball game at the local netball courts.  

We are looking forward to the forthcoming Friendship games. 

These games are an interschool soccer competition held in 

Moe. 

I hope families and friends having been looking at the therapy 

advise that has been included in recent newsletters. Each of 

the different therapy areas have been offering some great 

ideas for use at home and at school. I have found their 

strategies to be useful and interesting and have even used 

some of them myself at home! 

There has been a large amount of rain over the last week. Staff 

are encouraging students to be careful when moving around 

the school, especially on wet and muddy grassed areas. Our 

new concrete pathways have been used 

extensively and are very appreciated. Please 

discuss with your child what clothing and shoes are 

appropriate for their school program.  

55 Burke Street (PO BOX 959) WARRAGUL VIC 3820  
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RuOK? Day, wear yellow, activities at 
school 

 

Pupil Free Day  

 

Wear Blue or Footy Colours Day for the Asthma Foundation 

Bring gold coins for dress up and a sausage sizzle!  



Dear Parents & Carers,  

WE WANT OUR PARENTS/CARERS TO TELL US WHAT THEY THINK!  

The Annual Parent/Caregiver/Guardian Opinion Survey will be conducted from 

Tuesday 16th August to Friday 16th September.  

The Parent/Caregiver/Guardian Opinion Survey is an annual survey offered by 

the Department of Education and Training that is designed to assist schools in 

gaining an understanding of families’ perceptions of school climate, student 

behaviour, and student engagement. Our school will use the survey results to 

help inform and direct future school planning and improvement strategies. 

Families are randomly selected and will be invited via email to participate in the 

survey. You will be sent an email with a link to the survey. If you have a new 

email address, please phone the Office – 5623 1385. 

The survey will be conducted online. It only takes 20 minutes to complete, and 

can be accessed at any convenient time within the fieldwork period on desktop 

computers, laptops, tablets or smartphones. The online survey will be available 

in a range of  languages other than English. These include: Arabic, Vietnamese, 

Simplified Chinese, Chin (Hakha), Hindi, Japanese, Somali, Turkish, Punjabi and 

Greek.   

The survey results will be shared in our newsletter. If you would like more 

information about the survey, please contact Matt for a chat. 



Room 8 have been working on their individual goals 

in the classroom. We have been exploring telling the 

time, graphing, sorting shapes, cooking a variety of 

foods, developing our communication skills and riding on two- wheeled bikes.  

The students in Room 8 have been consistently demonstrating our school values and 

have achieved their goal to have lunch at KFC. Well done Room 8!  

- Kylie 



Senior students had a wonderful time at the interschools All 

Abilities Netball Tournament in Newborough last Thursday.  

Students love these opportunities as it gives them a chance to 

catch up with friends they have made from special schools in 

Gippsland.  Thanks to Phil for organising  not only the day but also 

the training leading up to it.  We are planning on a staff/student 

netball game this Wednesday (weather permitting) at the Burke 

Street courts (time to be confirmed) - parents and carers are welcome to come and 

cheer everyone on! 

Max, Coby, William, Michael & Nathan 

Zeth, Josiah, Melvin, Seth, Ky, Marcus, 

Kayden & Bayden  

Tash, Zeth, Josiah & Nathan 

Nathan & William 

Charlie, Tash & Max 



Jirrah and Olivia 

loved watching 

all of the action! 

Warm up and stretches before the games. 

Charlie & Tash 



PFA Meeting -  

All invited, we would love to see new parents there! 

 

~ Wednesday 24th August at 4:30pm at the school ~ 

~ Afternoon tea provided ~ 

~ CHILD MINDING AVAILABLE ~  

Room 4 teacher Jess, has kindly offered to supervise any 

children if you are unable to make alternative 

arrangements for their care. 

PFA will also be holding a Fathers Day Stall on Tuesday 30th 
August from 11:15am to approx. 12:30pm at the school.   

Gifts will range from $1 - $10.   

Students will shop with their classes to buy something for dads or 
other special people in their lives. 

Students are able to use their Buzz Bucks for small 
items if you are unable to send in cash. 

Everyone who purchases something will go in the 
draw to win a hamper gift pack! 



USE A VISUAL SCHEDULE  

Adding a visual picture schedule can help reduce stress and anxiety during 

teeth brushing by providing clear expectations of what’s going to come next. It 

also helps to reduce the auditory input for following directions, helping your 

learner focus on the task at hand.  Another perk of a visual schedule is it ensures 

the same routine is used every time tooth brushing occurs.  

BONUS! Please click H E R E  for a  link for WDSS Teeth Brushing Visuals 

USE A VIBRATING TOOTHBRUSH 

For sensory seeking children, a vibrating toothbrush is a great way to engage 

them in toothbrushing! Not only do they get stimulation that they are seeking, 

they also get a thorough teeth cleaning with the vibration. Using a vibrating 

toothbrush does not need to be solely at toothbrushing time. It can be used 

anytime during the day. 

SING A SONG  

If a timer causes too much stress or becomes an object of fixation, you can play 

a song or count to 10 for each side of mouth, top and bottom 

USE A TIMER  

Similar to creating a routine, using a timer helps to manage fear of the 

unknown. It also helps your child see that there is an end in sight to the 

activity. Timers, or counting, are great to pair with a visual schedule. This night-

time toothbrush schedule offers more tips. 

CREATE A CONSISTENT ROUTINE  

Having a routine helps take away anxiety around the unknown and establishes 

what to expect during the situation. Utilize the same language, visuals, 

toothbrush and toothpaste every time you work on toothbrushing.   It will also 

be helpful to complete this toothbrushing routine around the same time every 

day. It doesn’t have to be rigid in that you brush teeth every night at 5pm, but 

Continued……. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ep6JCTm0u1e8afCmWYXOwYXRHBNL4GY-/view?


FLAVOURED TOOTHPASTE  

Flavoured toothpaste brings an element of fun to a task that can feel like a chore. To 

add an extra layer of fun, and to encourage buy in from your child, go shopping 

together for new toothpaste. Get a few different flavours to try, and   to have on hand 

in a pinch if the “preferred” flavour becomes boring or there is resistance to using it. 

Bonus Tip! Offering choices during an challenging activity such as brushing teeth, gives 

your child some sense of control of the situation. 

TAKE TURNS BRUSHING  

Helping your child with tooth brushing can take away stress over the motor component 

of coordinating hand to mouth, and challenges with completing multiple steps needed 

for toothbrushing.  Taking turns during the tooth brushing process, your child brushing 

one time a day and you brushing their teeth the second time, can give back some 

control and insure at least one time a day is done thoroughly. 

BRUSHING ONCE PER DAY IS OKAY 

The Australian Dental Association recommends tooth brushing twice a day. However, 

for kids that this task is extremely distressing, sometimes one REALLY good brushing a 

day is a success, and is a great start, and can   be built upon. - The second time a day 

can, and should, still be attempted, but can have less focus on quality, as you build the 

child’s tolerance to the task. 

Toothbrushes: 
 

Suction Swab Toothbrush:  Connects directly to standard suction 

tubing, and there is an additional one hole on tube to help to more 

easily suck out the spit, clean solution from mouth. 

 

 

The Surround Toothbrush:  is great for those with a low tolerance 

for daily tooth brushing, needing help with oral care, have 

difficulty using or holding a toothbrush or as 

an ‘easy-to- use’ children’s toothbrush. 

 

 

Super Soft Cushion Clean Manual toothbrush: Extra gentle 

toothbrush for sensitive children.  







MACY 

Being SAFE: using her 

walker out in the 

community.  

 

 

ABBY 

Being RESPECTFUL by 

helping others. 

 

 

GRACE 

Being RESPECTFUL and 

helping put away 

equipment. 

 

 

TASH 

 Being a LEARNER in girl’s 

group 

 

 

ALEX 

Being a in math groups 

and for amazing speaking in front of a huge audience 

at the Live4life Launch Day! Well done Alex!  

 

 

ZETH 

 For putting in an effort 

and being helpful. 

 

 

STUDENT LED AWARD - 

MARCUS 

Being a good goal keeper 

in Netball. Nominated by 

Ky 

 

 

CHARLIE 

Working hard on her 

learning and being helpful. 

 

 

WILLIAM 

Being a LEARNER: fantastic 

defending at Netball 

 

 

PIPPA 

Being a great LEARNER on 

her FIRST DAY at Landcare! 

 

 

STUDENT LED AWARD - LIAM 

Being a LEARNER great 

goal scorer in Netball. 

Nominated by William  

 

 

STUDENT LED AWARD - KY 

For passing and sharing 

the ball.  Nominated by 

Josiah 

 

 

Look at   

Macy go! 



JACOB 

Being a good LEARNER 
working independently on his 

table work! Well done Jacob! 

 

 

BRAYDEN 

For listening to instructions 

when at the swimming 

pool. 

 

 


